An underestimated issue: unsuspected decrease of sound processor microphone sensitivity, technical, and clinical evaluation.
To describe the rate of occurrence of unsuspected decrease in sensitivity of the sound processor microphone and to evaluate its effect on the patient's audiological performance in terms of reduction in speech recognition scores. Speech processor microphones were tested by connecting the speech processor acoustic monitor circuit to a hearing aid analyzer. The response curves were compared with those obtained from fully working microphones. During a 6-month investigation period, microphone response curves were measured from a group of cochlear implant recipients who had not reported any problems. Despite the absence of any subjective problem, some microphones were found to show a loss of sensitivity. Their users, aged between 4 and 67 years, were tested both with the defective and a working microphone in order to calculate the correlation between the degree of microphone failure and the decline in audiological performance. To quantify the effect of microphone failure, patients' speech recognition skills were measured by live voice connected discourse tracking series administered in different conditions and by recorded sentences lists. A total of 120 apparently fully functioning sound processors were tested in the investigation: 33 (27.5%) were affected by a subjectively unreported sensitivity decrease. Speech-tracking scores correlated significantly with the loss of microphone sensitivity in all test conditions (r = 0.69-0.77, P < 0.05). A high degree of correlation was also found for speech audiometry tests (r = 0.70-0.73, P < 0.05). Microphone sensitivity loss affected speech recognition skills, especially without lip reading and in the presence of background noise. The results indicate that any reduction in sound processor microphone sensitivity causes a degree of hearing decline that negatively affects the cochlear recipient's clinical performance. Microphone faults are often unreported events, and their occurrence rate is underestimated. To establish that the microphone is providing correct input to the speech processor a standard control procedure, including technical and clinical checks, is needed in clinical practice.